LinkUp Launches Unique New Macro Indicator To Measure U.S. Labor Demand
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MINNEAPOLIS (May 29th, 2018) – Leading job search engine and job market data provider LinkUp today launched the LinkUp 10,000, an analytic designed to measure real-time changes in labor demand across the entire U.S. economy.

The LinkUp 10,000 is an analytic, published both daily and monthly, that captures the sum total of U.S. job openings from the 10,000 global employers in LinkUp’s job search engine with the most U.S. job openings. Representing the entire U.S. economy, the LinkUp 10,000 is a macro indicator designed to measure real-time changes in U.S. labor demand. And because job openings are highly correlated to job growth in future periods, the predictive attributes of the LinkUp 10,000 deliver valuable insights into the future direction of the U.S. labor market.

“Consistent with our vision of delivering perfect job market information, the LinkUp 10,000 is a macro analytic that

Jobs only from company websites, updated daily, total search engine includes nearly 5 million jobs indexed from 50,000 company websites globally...

To learn more about the LinkUp 10,000 contact Meg Slindee, meg.slindee@linkup.com, or visit https://linkup.com/data-seekers/10000.

About LinkUp
LinkUp is a leading job search engine empowering people with knowledge obtained from the largest, highest quality database of global job listings. Through our proprietary and sophisticated technology, we index nearly 5 million job listings globally every day, directly from employer websites. We leverage that unique, predictive dataset to power our candidate sourcing and job market data solutions, forever progressing toward our vision of delivering perfect job market information.